
T/t A r of Questioninzg.

CD, the line EF is also equal to CD,
What is the inference? At rirst the
.nswer is likely to be, " therefore the
hnes are all equal to one another,"
and this, of course, is not the imme
diate inference. So, in solving an
arithnctical problen, a pupil may dis-
cover the relations:-The sellng price
= 1, of cost price; the selling price

is 20 nore than -?g of cost price ; and
vet fail to see that through the appli-
cation of this axiom the answer is at
once obtained. The pupil nust be
plied with many concrete examples;
he ,vill have to be questioned and
cross-questioned upon the princi.
ple and its applications, until lie has
.cquired a clear apprebension of it, a
vorking conception which he can

readily bring to bear in all cases in
which it applies.

Once more ; when a child has fairly
learned the number six, he vill not, at
lirst, solve off-hand such a question
as: If 2 apples cost 4 cents, what will
3 apples cost? Much less will he be
able to comprehend its solution by
the " Rule of Three," since the gene-
ral idea of ratio and the complex idea
of the equality of ratios, are quite be-
vond his grasp. But he can be led
to solve the problem by taking its
avo steps, one at a time. By clear
intuitions he can be led first to per-
ceive, and then to conceive that if
2 apples cost 4 cents, one will cost 2
cents; and then by similar means, to
bee that if i apple cost 2 cents. 3
apples will cost 6 cents: As, e.g.,
apples .. .. . . . cents;
apples .. .. . . .. cents;
therefore i apple costs 2 cents, etc.
Tous forming clear perceptions from
a few examples, he will quickly rise
to a conception of such relations, and
so be able to solve similar problems
without the aid of visible objdcts.

Rdatig Facis.-Not only is ques-
tionng the sure test of how the child's
mind is dealing with the material, it
is, as has been suggested, the best

way to guide him in relating the facts.
Though it is chiefly the mechanical
aspect of association that comes into
play in the primary stage of instruc-
tion, the main object, even here, is
mental discipline, and, therefore, a
rational spirit must pervade the teach-
ing. There can be, of course, no
severe demand made upon rational
comprehension, because this is only
in the beginning of its development;
but facts can be presented in their
proper relations-tings can be asso-
ciated by the law of simnilarity. It is
by the teacher's preparatory analysis
of the subject, and by his judicious
questioning, that the child is brought
to think implicitly, facts in their re.
lations. He does not grasp explic-
itly the underlying unity of the facts;
but to so ne extent, related facts ex-
plain themselves ; and if this rational-
ity of facts has been carefully kept in
mmd by the teacher during his Socra-
tic lesson, there will be retention of
the facts in their relations, uncon-
scious appropriation of their rational-
ity, which in good time wili growv into
conscious recognition of their logical
connection.

I//iustratio.-If, for example, the
facts of six have been presented in
clear intuitions : : : there will be
a gradual, but sure growth of these
clear petrceptions into a conscious
thinklamg of the relations between i
and 6, 2 and 6, etc. ; 6 is 6 times i,
i is one-sixth of 6 ; 6 is 3 times 2 ;
2 is one-third of 6, etc. Having
learned thus much, he passes easily
(first by intuitions, of course) to the
nev facts: 6 + 2 = 8 = 4 times 2,
2 is one fourth of 8; and so on, to
5 times 2, 6 times 2, etc. So, too,
6 = two times 3; 9 = 6 +3 = three
times 3, 3 = one third of 9, and so
on. That is, from the right presenta-
tion of objects, the child forns clear
perceptions which almost unconsci-
ously grow into a clear thinking of the
relations of numbers in the niultipli-


